Meeting Doncaster Core Strategy Policy 14 Sustainable Construction requirements: process diagram and relevant conditions
Major non residential / commercial > 1000m2

Conditions

application stage
ideally applicants provide an
outline strategy how they will
meet policy at this stage
(IF CPLAN is adopted RE info
could be submitted using it)

conditions attached
conditions are attached to
ensure policy requirements are
met
JB to draft conditions with DM

Condition attached requiring
10% of energy from renewable
sources or equivalent carbon
savings through fabric
improvements

Applicants submit outline
BREEAM strategy or a preassessment and provide an
indicative renewable energy
strategy

partial discharge of
conditions

full discharge of
conditions

applicants provide information
to discharge conditions

applicants provide information
/ evidence to discharge
conditions

(IF CPLAN is adopted RE info
could be submitted using it)

If applicants did not provide an
outline strategy at application
stage they provide an
indication of measures to be
taken to meet policy and
include design stage energy
calculations, this will partially
discharge the condition

Final energy use calculations
submitted

Condition attached requiring
submission of a design stage
BREEAM pre-assessment prior
to construction and a
certificate on completion

Evidence of installed renewable
energy equipment

GR23: BREEAM requirement major non-residential
Before the development commences, a BREEAM preassessment, or equivalent assessment, shall be submitted
for approval demonstrating how BREEAM ‘Very Good’ will
be met. Unless otherwise agreed, the development must
take place in accordance with the approved assessment.
Prior to the occupation of any building, a post construction
review should be carried out by a licensed assessor and
submitted for approval. This will enable the planning
condition to be fully discharged.
Advice should be sought from a licensed BREEAM assessor at an
early stage to ensure that the required performance rating can be
achieved. A list of licensed assessors can be found at
www.breeam.org.

Final BREEAM certificate
submitted
Design stage BREEAM
assessment submitted to
partially discharge condition

REASON
In the interests of sustainability and to minimize the impact of the
development on the effects of climate change.

Evidence of installed renewable
energy equipment

Final energy use calculations
submitted
If applicants provided an
outline strategy at application
stage they can provide design
stage energy calculations to
partially discharge condition

GR20: 10% Renewable Energy Requirement
No development shall take place in implementation of this
permission until a statement has been submitted to the local
planning authority and approved in writing from them, explaining
how CO2 emissions from the development will be reduced by
providing at least 10% of the development’s energy through onsite renewable energy equipment or improvements to the fabric
efficiency of the building. The carbon savings, which result from
this, will be above and beyond what is required to comply with
Building Regulations. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
local planning authority, the development shall then proceed in
accordance with the approved report. Before any building is
occupied or sold, the local planning authority shall be satisfied that
the measures have been installed. This will enable the planning
condition to be fully discharged.

REASON
In the interests of sustainability and to minimise the impact of the
development on the effects of climate change.
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Small-scale non-residential / commercial <1000m2

Conditions

application stage

conditions attached

partial discharge of
conditions

ideally applicants provide an
outline strategy how they
will meet policy at this stage

conditions are attached to
ensure policy requirements
are met

applicants provide
information to discharge
conditions

(IF CPLAN is adopted RE info
could be submitted using it)

JB to draft conditions with
DM

Condition attached requiring
10% of energy from
renewable sources or
equivalent carbon savings
through fabric improvements

Applicants submit outline
strategy setting out
measures to be taken to
move toward BREEAM very
good with reference to the
guicance notes list of
potential measures, and
provide an indicative
renewable energy strategy

Condition attached requiring
submission of a design stage
outline of what measures
the development will
incorporate to work toward
BREEAM very goodapplicants can refer to the
guidance notes for a list of
measures to choose from

full discharge of
conditions
applicants provide
information / evidence to
discharge conditions

(IF CPLAN is adopted RE info
could be submitted using it)

If applicants did not provide
an outline strategy at
application stage they
provide an indication of
measures to be taken to
meet policy and include
design stage energy
calculations this will partially
discharge the condition

If applicants provided an
outline strategy at
application stage they can
provide design stage energy
calculations to partially
discharge condition

Applicants provide details of
what BREEAM/sustainability
measures they will
incorporate with reference to
the guidance notes

GR20: 10% Renewable Energy Requirement
No development shall take place in implementation of this
permission until a statement has been submitted to the local
planning authority and approved in writing from them, explaining
how CO2 emissions from the development will be reduced by
providing at least 10% of the development’s energy through onsite renewable energy equipment or improvements to the fabric
efficiency of the building. The carbon savings, which result from
this, will be above and beyond what is required to comply with
Building Regulations. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
local planning authority, the development shall then proceed in
accordance with the approved report. Before any building is
occupied or sold, the local planning authority shall be satisfied that
the measures have been installed. This will enable the planning
condition to be fully discharged.
REASON

Final energy calculations
submitted
Evidence of installed
renewable energy equipment

Final energy calculations
submitted
Evidence of installed
renewable energy equipment

Evidence of installed
measures submitted

In the interests of sustainability and to minimize the impact of the
development on the effects of climate change.

GR25: BREEAM requirement minor non-residential
Before the development commences, a statement should be
submitted for approval explaining what sustainability
measures will be incorporated to aim to achieve BREEAM
very good. Unless otherwise agreed, the development must
take place in accordance with the approved statement.
Prior to the occupation of any building, a post construction
review should be carried out and evidence of the
implemented measures submitted. This will enable the
planning condition to be fully discharged.
Advice on what measures are appropriate can be obtained from
the Council guidance notes at:
http://www.doncaster.gov.uk/sections/planningandbuildings/urb
andesign/Sustainable_Construction.aspx
or from a licensed BREEAM assessor. A list of licensed assessors
can be found at www.breeam.org.
REASON
In the interests of sustainability and to minimise the impact of the
development on the effects of climate change.

